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A Motion Dictionary to Real-Time Recognition of
Sign Language Alphabet Using Dynamic Time

Warping and Artificial Neural Network
Marcio Leal, Marta Villamil

Abstract—Computacional recognition of sign languages aims to
allow a greater social and digital inclusion of deaf people through
interpretation of their language by computer. This article presents
a model of recognition of two of global parameters from sign
languages; hand configurations and hand movements. Hand motion
is captured through an infrared technology and its joints are built
into a virtual three-dimensional space. A Multilayer Perceptron
Neural Network (MLP) was used to classify hand configurations and
Dynamic Time Warping (DWT) recognizes hand motion. Beyond
of the method of sign recognition, we provide a dataset of
hand configurations and motion capture built with help of fluent
professionals in sign languages. Despite this technology can be
used to translate any sign from any signs dictionary, Brazilian
Sign Language (Libras) was used as case study. Finally, the model
presented in this paper achieved a recognition rate of 80.4%.

Keywords—Sign language recognition, computer vision, infrared,
artificial neural network, dynamic time warping.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCORDING to World Health Organization, there are

around 360 million deaf people in the world [1]. In

despite of advances on development of valorization and

inclusion of the deaf [2], [3], there is still difficulty for them

to access basic services of health [4] and leisure [5].

Since inclusion of deaf in society still face the

sign languages lack of knowledge of the listeners [6],

computational tools that helps interaction deaf-listener can

bring benefits to them [7]. Therefore the goal from this

work is to present a motion dictionary from sign language

manual alphabet. A secondary goal is to present a method

to translate this manual alphabet into its written version. In

view of the great range of existing sign languages, it was

taken as a field for case study, the Brazilian Sign Language

(Libras). Presented approach translate signs into text taking

the recognition of two global parameters from sign languages:

hand configurations and hand movements. Fig. 1 ilustrates

both, hand configurations and movements that define Libras

manual alphabet.

The approach has the following methodological steps. First,

Leap Motion Controller (LMC)1 capture positions of hand

structure in real time. The virtual three-dimensional points are

preprocessed and used as input parameters to a Multilayer

Perceptron (MLP) Neural Network. Hand motion is classified
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1Motion capture dispositive explained in Section III

Fig. 1 Libras manual alphabet. Source: Silva et al. [8]

by an algorithm called Dynamic Time Warping (DWT).

Another parameters from sign languages, such as facial and

body expressions are not considered in this work.

Therefore, the main contributions of this work are described

as:

• Libras signs dictionary. Once that in the elaboration

of this work Libras is used as a practical field, we are

providing a dictionary composed of motion capture files

of various signs acquired with help of specialists fluent

in the language.

• A new approach for sign languages recognition. The

approach from this work is based on the combination

of motion capture by infrared technology in conjunction

of MLP and the DTW algorithm, showing itself

differentiated.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follow: Section

II presents related work of sign language recognition using

different sensors, with emphasis on those using LMC. Sections

III-V presents the related technologies used on model. Method

is presented in Section VI. Section VII presents results

obtained with the method. And finally, Section VIII presents

conclusions and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Nowadays, the works that proposed to recognize sign

languages can be divided into those that use auxiliary devices,

like electronic gloves, and those that use techniques of image

processing and computational vision without the need to use
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devices coupled to users body [9], [6]. In this session, we

present works that use computer vision, giving emphasis to

those that use the LMC.

One of the last works published about Libras recognition,

Bastos et al. [9] proposed the use of descriptors to recognize 40

Libras signs through static images. In their method, at first, the

authors use an MPNN to apply a binary mask in the images.

The second step of the proposed method is the application of

the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and the Zernike

Invariant Moment (ZIM) to extract characteristics to describe

the images to finally classify the images through a second

MPNN. This second Neural Network received as parameters

the computed data in the previous steps. The proposed method

achieved a recognition rate of 96.77%.

Other work that focused on image processing was Saha et

al. [10], where the purpose was to recognize the 26 signs

from American Sign Language (ASL) manual alphabet into

static images through a new set of 11 features that feeded

a MAdaline Neural Network. A preprocessing method was

proposed to separate what is hand from the rest of the image,

the preprocessing is done through the definition of a threshold

within the 3 color spaces: RGB, HSV and YCbCr. According

to the authors, the accuracy of correct answers was above 90%,

what would justify the use of the proposed characteristics.

Garcı́a-Bautista et al. used the RGB-D camera from Kinect

to recognize 20 signs of the Mexican Sign Language (MSL)

in [11]. The proposed method to classify the trajectory of

the hand was the algorithm DWT. The method K-Fold Cross

Validation was used for tests. The work showed an average

hit of 98.57% for real-time recognition.

Pariwat and Seresangtakul [12] divided the signs from

Thai Sign Language into 3 groups according to movements

and combinations of characters. The work concentrated on

identifying the group of static signs and involved the capture

of 280x288 colored images from people wearing a black

shirt on a blue background and an 8-stage process for hand

segmentation. There are a total of 87 features collected from

each image that are used in a Support Vector Machine (SVM)

algorithm to classify the signs. At the end, an average precision

of 91.2% was achieved.

The commercial version from LMC hardware is dated from

2014, when the first papers begin to be published.

One of the first papers using LMC [13], where Mohandes et

al. did a comparison work using the MLP and the Nave Bayes

Classifier. In this work, 12 of the features provided by LMC

were selected, achieving an accuracy higher than 99% with

the MPNN and 98% with the Bayesian Network to classify

28 signs of the static alphabet of the Arabic Sign Language

(ArSL).

Chuan et al. [14] compared the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)

and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms to classify

26 letters from ASL using LMC. Nine finger information was

used to identify the signs, including the angles between each

finger and the Z plane, distances between the finger joints

and the center of the palm, among others. For the KNN

classifier, was achieved 72.78% of accuracy and 79.83% to the

SVM. Although the authors initially proposed to recognize 26

alphabet letters, there is no mention to J, the only letter from

ASL which, invariably, needs movement to be recognized,

once is the movement that differs it from letter I.

Another work that used LMC is from Elons et al. in [15]

using a MLP to recognize 50 signs from ArSL. As test it was

used 2 types of input data, distance between the position of

each finger and LMC, and the distance between each finger

and its subsequent. As a result, a maximum 88% accuracy is

achieved for the second data type for static signs classification.

Fok et al. [16] used 2 LMCs and the Hidden Markov Model

to classify numbers from 0 to 9 from ASL. As input data, it

was used a series of information such as the orientation of

each distal phalanx in relation to the direction of the palm, the

distance from each finger tip to the central point of the palm,

the distance of each finger tip and the tip of the subsequent

finger, and finally the length of each finger. As final result, an

average rate of 93.14% accuracy was achieved.

In 2016, Naglot and Kulkarni [17] used a MLP with LMC

to recognize all the 26 signs the ASL alphabet. The work used

as data the distance between fingertips and the center of the

palm, beyond the distance between two consecutive fingers,

reaching 96.15% of recognition rate.

The implemented system by Almasre and Al-Nuaim [18]

used the LMC and Kinect to extract features. Kernel Support

Vector Machine (KSVM) classified 28 static letters of the

Arabic Sign Language. The system calculated 77 angles for

the joints of the hands and 26 angles for every 2 bones, totaling

103 data. The use of PCA reduced the dimensionality of these

data from 103 to 36, which represented 99% of variation. As

result, an accuracy of 86% was presented for the set of data

test.

The present work differs from others about the same theme

on combining motion capture by infrared (IR) technology and

the algorithms MLP and DTW.

As we are using Libras as practical field, we built a

dictionary composed of motion capture files of various signs

acquired with the help of specialists fluent in the language.

This motion capture dictionary shows itself differentiated by

not existing something similar for this specific language.

III. LEAP MOTION CONTROLLER

LMC is a small device that, through two IR cameras and

three infrared emitters LEDs, can capture and rebuild the

hand structure in real time into a three-dimensional cartesian

coordinate environment centered on its top. The device has a

capturing area around 61 cm from above its surface and its

coordinate system is illustrated on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 O Leap Motion Controller (LMC). Source: Leap Motion [19]
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The LMC programming interface provides types of data,

some of them are described below:

• Hand information: the interface provides some

information like which hand is being detected (left or

right), position of the palm center, direction and speed of

the palm. There is the information about the arm which

the hand is associated;

• Fingers information: finger-related information such as

direction, length, beginning and end position of each bone

are some of the information provided.

Fig. 3 illustrates some information provided by the LMC

programming interface.

Fig. 3 The virtual hand hierarchy. Source: Adapted from Leap Motion [19]

LMC was chosen for its capability to work and deliver

informations about the hand in real time.

IV. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON NEURAL NETWORK

Artificial neuron is a fundamental unit from an artificial

neural network. It is defined by three basic elements: a set

of synapses, defined as a weight, more specifically, an input

signal xj connected to neuron k is multiplied by the weight of

the synapse wkj . The second element is an summing junction,

responsible for adding the result of the multiplication of the

input signals by the synapses of the neuron. Finally, the neuron

has an activation function, which defines the amplitude from

the output signal at a finite value [20]. An artificial neuron is

illustrated by Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 The representation of an artificial neuron. Source: Haykin [20]

MLP is a type of artificial neural network used for

classification problems and presents success even in the

resolution of complex problems [20]. This kind of artificial

neural network consists of a set of nodes (sensory units)

arranged in layers. These layers are disposed in input layer,

followed by intermediate (hidden) layers, which are followed

by the output layer of the network.

Fig. 5 shows a typical MLP. Note that it has only 3

layers, among them 1 single hidden layer. The input signal

is represented by the N-dimensional variable Xp, just as the

output is represented by the M-dimensional variable Yp. The

variables Whi and Woh represents the matrices of weights that

weighted the connections between neurons. In case of the Whi

matrix, this ponders the connections of the input layer neurons

with the intermediate layer and presents a N×Nh dimension.

Already the matrix Woh, ponders the connections between the

neurons of the middle layer with the output layer and presents

a Nh×M dimension.

Xp(1) Yp(1)

Xp(2) Yp(2)

Xp(3) Yp(3)

... ... ...
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Fig. 5 Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. Source: Walter and Michael
[21]

The multi-layer perceptron neural network has been

successfully applied to solve several complex problems,

becoming a popular algorithm [20]. Once network is trained,

it can be used to classify hand configurations in real hand in a

very satisfactory way, therefore the algorithm was chosen for

this purpose.

V. DYNAMIC TIME WARPING

Euclidean distance is the most established distance measure

for comparison between time series, it measures dissimilarity

between two series, but can be very sensitive to distortions

occurring in the time axis [22]. Many applications require

more flexibility in terms of observation.

In time series analysis, DTW is an algorithm to measure the

similarity between two sequences of values that can vary in

speed. For example, similarities in walking could be detected

using DTW, even if one person was walking faster than other,

or if there were accelerations and decelerations during an

observation [23]. The DTW was applied to temporal sequences

of audio [24] and video [25] data sequences, since data can

be transformed into a linear sequence for analysis with DTW.

DTW is usually calculated using a dynamic programming

algorithm. Equation (1) describes the initial condition of the

algorithm.

Equation (2) presents the recurrence relation of the DTW

algorithm, where i = 1 . . . N and j = 1 . . .M . c(xi, yj) is the
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cost of combining two observations xi and yj . The resulting

value in dtw(N,M) is the DTW distance between x and y.

Thus, the algorithm fills, iteratively, a matrix with the lowest

cumulative cost for all alignments to each pair of observations

to be combined.

dtw(i, j) = c(xi, yj) +min

⎧⎨
⎩

dtw(i− 1, j)
dtw(i, j − 1)

dtw(i− 1, j − 1)
(1)

Finally, Fig. 6 shows an example of the optimal nonlinear

alignment found by the algorithm and how it is represented in

the resulting matrix.

Fig. 6 Optimal nonlinear alignment (left) and the resulting
matrix obtained by the dynamic programming algorithm,
highlighting the ideal alignment (right). Source: Silva and

Batista [22]

VI. METHOD

Our method identifies letters from alphabets of sign

languages, taking the letters A to Z from Libras as pratical

field, and it follows 4 steps, which are illustrated by Fig. 7

and are described below.

Fig. 7 Data flow fluxogram

a) Data collect: The dataset is collected using LMC

and Fig. 3 ilustrates some of the information delivered by

the device that are: position of tip from each finger, position

of each hand joint, position of palm center, wrist position,

hand direction, hand normal and direction of each finger. Some

adicional information like elbow position and hand speed are

provided. A total of 104 data from LMC are used to compose

the dataset.
All information formed the dataset files consiting of 750

samples, 30 of each letter we want to to recognize. 500 of

them are used for training the neural network and 250 are

used for testing.
b) Pre-Processing: In terms of pre-processing, based on

article [17] from Naglot and Kulkarni, information about the

tip from each finger and the center of the palm was selected.

After capturing these data, the euclidean distance between each

fingertip and the center of the palm is calculated, generating

a set of 5 data that are used to train a MLP. A set of 5 more

data is calculated refering to the euclidean distance from each

fingertip to its subsequent, generating a total set of 10 data.
c) Hand configuration classifying: In Libras, there are

20 possible hand configurations identified in the 26 manual

alphabet letters. For manual alphabet classifying, a MLP

with three layers and backpropagation as training method

was developed. As we have 10 pre-calculated input data, an

input layer with 10 neurons, one for each calculated data at

pre-processing stage was used. The output layer consists of

20 neurons since it is necessary 20 hand configurations to

perform the whole Libras manual alphabet. Fig. 8 illustrates

the implemented neural network.

Fig. 8 MLP hand configuration classifyer

The smallest number of hand configurations than letters on

manual alphabet happens because some of the letters use the

same hand configuration, therefore, in a first moment, we can

devide letters into six groups taking into account use of the

same hand configurarion, such division can be verified at Fig.

9.
d) Motion classifying: The next step is to identify the

hand motion. Into the manual alphabet there are 4 diferent

kinds of motion: hand stopped, z motion, up motion and half

circle. To classify this different movements, the algorithm

called Dynamic Time Warping (DWT) that generates a

distance from real time detection to each capture from data

base, the shortest distance characterizes the recognition.
Once the hand configuration is detected, motion is used

to classify letters into the groups 1, 3 and 4. To the other

groups, motion is ignored since into groups 2 and 5 the

differece relies only where hand is pointing and, into group
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Fig. 9 Manual alphabet groups. Source: Adapted from Silva et al. [8]

6, is not necessary to make any other distinction beyond hand

configuration detection.
e) Sign Detection: To join hand configuration and hand

motion detections, a state machine was developed.

As showed on Fig. 10, states G1 to G6 stands to recognize

hand configurations frame by frame, while states D, Z, G, Q,

H, K, P, I, J, N and U are final states to recognize letters with

motion.

Fig. 10 The developed state machine

VII. RESULTS

This article presents a model of recognition of two global

parameters from sign languages: hand configurations and hand

motion.

After the capture of hand structure and its joints

into a virtual three-dimensional space, was used a MLP

with backpropagation as training method to classify hand

configurations, then DTW algorithm was used to classify

motion.

Once the hand configurations and its motion are properly

identified, the Table I presents the recognition rates for each

letter from Libras alphabet, used as a case study. The main

information that can be taken from referenced table is that the

developed model can work with an accuracy of 80.4%.

TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION RATES

Word Recognized Recognition Rates
A 90.0%
B 90.0%
C 80.0%
D 80.0%
E 90.0%
F 80.0%

G/Q 90.0%
H 70.0%
I 70.0%
J 70.0%
K 70.0%
L 90.0%
M 80.0%
N 70.0%
O 80.0%
P 60.0%
R 60.0%
S 90.0%
T 90.0%
U 80.0%
V 90.0%
W 90.0%
X 80.0%
Y 90.0%
Z 80.0%

Total 80.4%

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Capturing hand structure for sign language recognition

requires a certain level of accuracy, mainly due to some

similarities that may affect the accuracy of the recognition,

such as hand configurations from letters O and C, and the

letters K, H and P, for example, which differ only by its

motion. Therefore, as future work, we will to work with 2

LMCs to try to increase the accuracy from motion capture by

avoiding finger occlusions.

For this paper, we worked with sign languages alphabet

recognition. As could be seen, letters can be computacionally

identified by hand configuration and its motion. Signs with a

more complex meaning than just alphabet, the ones similar

to words from spoken languages, can be identified in a

similar way, once the alphabet use a subgroup of this hand

configurations and motion. Therefore, still as future work, we

intend to expand the range of recognized signs.

One more important point is that, as we developed a model

to computacionally recognize sign languages, taking Libras as

study case, this work can be extended and replied to other sign

languages.
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